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Structured Highlight Inspection of Specular Surfaces

Abstract-In this paper we describe an approach to illumination and
imaging of specular surfaces which yields three-dimensional shape information. The structured highlight approach uses a scanned array of
point sources and images of the resulting reflected highlights to compute local surface height and orientation. A prototype Structured
Highlight INspection system, called SHINY, has been implemented and
demonstrates the determination of surface shape for several test objects including solder joints. The current SHINY system makes the distant source assumption and requires only one camera. A stereo structured highlight system using two cameras is proposed to determine
surface element orientation for objects in a much larger field of view.
Analysis and description of the algorithms are included here. The proposed structured highlight techniques are promising for many industrial tasks including inspection of machined parts and inspection of
solder joints. Practical implementation will require additional attention to calibration methods, to coded scanning procedures, and to computation speed.

Index Terms-Computer vision, inspection, robotics, shape measurement, solder joints, stereo vision.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE interpretation of surface shape based on the image
brightness pattern of one or more images depends intricately on the prior knowledge of surface properties, imaging geometry, and lighting conditions. Most approaches to this problem have assumed that surfaces are
Lambertian, that is, incident light is scattered by the surface so that the perceived brightness is independent of the
direction of view. Shape from shading (single light source)
[ 1]-[3], photometric stereo (multiple light source) [4]-[7],
as well as structured lighting techniques (patterned light
source) [8] have generally used this assumption to recover
three-dimensional shape from one or more images.
Many practical tasks in robot vision and inspection require interpretation of images of specular, or shiny, surfaces where the perceived brightness becomes a very
strong function of viewing direction due to highlights or
reflections from the source. In these cases, shape from
shading techniques provide little or often erroneous information about surface shape because the underlying models
assume independence of viewing direction. Inspection and
handling of machined parts, inspection of the shape of
solder joint surfaces, and inspecting surface smoothness
of metallic or plastic sheets are examples of industrial
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tasks where surface specularity is a primary consideration.
Solder inspection has been an application of particular
interest since it is a common industrial task which is also
very laborious due to the size and nature of defects. Visual solder defects have been described and categorized
[9],[lo], and a variety of automated visual inspection
techniques have been applied [lo]-[ 131. In general, these
approaches have met with only partial success, and there
is no generally accepted industrial standard for automated
visual solder inspection. Approaches which apply conventional machine vision recognition algorithms have
demonstrated high variability in gray level [ 101 and highlight [ 111 images. Approaches which incorporate shape
features [ 101 or incorporate alternative imaging modalities such as infrared [13] or X-ray may be more consistent. The structured highlight inspection approach described here extracts surface shape features and is wellsuited to the solder inspection application.
In this paper we describe an approach to illuminating
and imaging specular surfaces which yields three-dimensional shape information. The “structured highlight” approach uses multiple point sources and images the resulting highlight patterns reflected from the surface. The basic
principle is introduced in Fig. 1. Each light ray emitted
by a point source is reflected off the specular surface such
that the angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection.
A fixed camera will image the reflected light ray only if
it is positioned and oriented such that it is admitted by the
camera’s projective axis, either orthographic or perspective. Once the reflected light ray is observed as a highlight
in the camera image, and the direction of the incident ray
is known, the orientation of the surface element where the
light was reflected may be found.
The structured highlight inspection approach uses an
array of point sources to scan all possible positions and
directions of incident light rays relative to a fixed camera,
and therefore guarantees (within some bounds on angle of
view) that each surface element of an object within the
field may be scanned. The use of a parallel source, such
as a laser, rather than a point source, becomes complex
because all possible positions and directions must be
scanned. A spherical array of fixed point sources guarantees that every point inside the sphere receives incident
illumination from every possible angle. As shown in Fig.
1, the array of point sources is scanned to determine where
the observed highlight originated, then the normal to the
reflecting surface element at the origin can be determined
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for a solder joint. Structured highlight stereo is an extension of the current technique which does not require the
distant point source assumption. Two fixed cameras acquire highlight patterns from the same source array, and
a matching procedure is used to determine corresponding
surface points between the two cameras. Corresponding
points determine surface normal and surface element position.
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Fig. 1. Basic geometric relations for the structured highlight method. The
angle of incidence of each ray is equal to the angle of reflection. An
array of point sources guarantees that each surface element receives an
incident ray from every direction. By identifying the source of an observed highlight, the surface orientation can be recovered.

'.
Fig. 2. Sketch of reconstructed surface based on the measurement of array
of surface normals. Reflected highlights from each of the points are used
to determine the local surface orientations. Fig. 12 shows a profile of the
solder joint reconstructed from experimental measurements.

directly. For an object which is small relative to the radihs
of the point source array, all the surface normals may be
obtained from a single scan of the array with a single camera. The objective is to inspect or reconstruct a surface
from these elements in the manner shown schematically
in Fig. 2.
In this paper, we describe an analysis of the structured
highlight approach to inspection of specular surfaces. As
background, we summarize previous work on extracting
shape from specular surfaces and review the reflectance
map representation of one specular surface model. Structured highlight inspection using the distant point source
approximation is described as a discrete scanning of the
reflectance map where the sampling distance and the
sharpness of the specularity determine the accuracy of the
estimation of the normals. An experimental prototype of
the SHINY system for measurement of surface normals
using the structured highlight technique has been used to
demonstrate surface estimation for a calibrated sphere and

Previous approaches to determination of orientation of
specular surfaces have relied on photometric methods
which require the measurement of image brightness.
Ikeuchi [ 141 proposed an approach which utilized graded
illumination fields to illuminate the surface. By making
the assumption of a distant source and known object position, the angular relation between an observed reflected
brightness and the position in the source field with that
brightness could be used to derive surface orientation. The
approach requires measurement of reflected brightness
with sufficient accuracy to isolate a particular position in
the source field. The approach is analogous to illuminating with a set of point sources which are brightness encoded. Babu e? al. [15] used a specular surface model to
estimate orientation of an extended planar surface based
on estimation of parameters in the shading model using
contours of constant brightness in the image. The approach utilized a parallel source and perspective camera
model so that observed brightness of reflected illumination depended on surface position relative to the camera
axis.
Many approaches to surface shape recovery have utilized the reflectance map as a representational tool to describe the relation between local surface orientation and
observed brightness. Consider a small flat surface patch
at distance -z(x, y ) relative to a coordinate frame pointing away from the object. The reflectance map [2], [16]
R ( p , q ) describes a relationship between the observed image intensity R and the surface patch orientation in terms
of p and q , the components of the local gradient of the
surface:

p = dz/dx,

(1)

q = dz/dy.

(2 1

Given a model of the reflectance characteristics of the surface, the direction of illumination of the surface, and the
direction of the surface normal, we can calculate the observed brightness of the surface patch in the image. The
resulting image consists of the array:

%Y)

R[P(X,Y), d x , Y)]
(3)
where E ( x , y ) is the image irradiance at ( x , y ) in the
image plane. This equation depends on knowing the direction of illumination at every point. For parallel illumination (extended source) the direction of illumination
is independent of surface patch position; however, for a
point source, the direction of illumination may depend
=

9
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The reflectance map shown in Fig. 3 provides the basis
for the analysis of the structured highlight inspection
technique in the next section.

HIGHLIGHT
INSPECTION
111. STRUCTURED
Fig. 3 . Reflectance map for a single distant point source and nearly specular surface. Equal brightness contours define a narrow peak due to the
specular reflection.

The
approach
an
Of point
sources to illuminate a specular surface. As shown in Fig.
1, the object is centered at the origin, and a single camera
is used to view the reflected highlights. For purposes of
upon surface position as well. Similarly, in orthographic
discussion here, we will assume that the point sources are
projection, the effective viewing direction is independent
distant from the surface, that the surface is at a fixed refof position, while in perspective projection, the effective
erence height, and that the extent of the surface from the
viewing direction depends explicitly on position.
origin is much smaller than the distance to the source.
The reflectance relation cannot, in general, be inverted
Under this assumption, the angle of incidence of illumito provide a unique solution for ( p , q ) given a single imnation is determined only by the position of the source
age E ( x , y ) . The equation can only be solved subject to
and does not depend on the relative position of illuminaadditional constraints on surface geometry [ 11, or using
tion on the surface. We will utilize this assumption
multiple sources as in photometric stereo [4], [5]. Most
throughout this section and generalize the approach in
commonly the Lambertian model is used:
Section V .
A s s u m e t h a t a s e t o f s o u r c e s { S k , k = 1,
, N } is
E(& Y ) = A ( n s),
(4)
positioned at polar angles (e,, 4,) at distance R with
where n is the unit vector in the surface normal direction,
respect to the origin. Based on the discussion of the res is the unit vector in the source direction at that point,
flectance map in the previous section, each of the sources
and A is a constant related to illumination intensity and
produces a local peak in the reflectance map as shown in
surface albedo.
Fig. 3 . The resulting reflectance map for the whole array
An extension to the Lambertian surface model which
is shown in Fig. 4. The size and distribution of the elincorporates a specular component of reflection [2] is deliptical contours depend on the surface specularity and the
scribed by the following equation:
spacing of the discrete point sources. For a given specuE ( x , y ) = A k ( n * S) + (A/2)( 1 - k )
larity, the point sources are chosen to span the reflectance
map, effectively sampling the space of orientations of the
* [2(n * z)(n * s) - ( z * S ) I n
( 5 ) target surface. In practice, a threshold on image brightwhere z is the unit vector in the viewing direction, k rep- ness is used to detect highlights which fall within a specresents the relative weight of Lambertian and specular ified reflectance map contour. Scanning of the sources and
components, and n is the sharpness of the specularity. detection of the corresponding highlights provides a samThe maximum of the specular component of this model pling of the surface orientations of the object.
Each of the sources S, sequentially illuminates the oboccurs at:
ject, and a single camera image Zk(x, y ) is acquired for
(n 2 ) = (n * s)
( 6 ) each. Each image is thresholded relative to Zo, and conor when n bisects the angle between z and s. For a source nected regions greater than some minimum size are stored.
at (8,
+), the surface normal corresponding to the spec- Io is chosen to correspond to a known reflectance map
ular peaks is at ( 0 ,4 / 2 ) as expected. In gradient space, contour and therefore implicitly defines the tradeoff befor a source at ( p s , q s ) the corresponding surface normal tween orientation resolution and sampling density of the
is at:
orientation space. The resulting set of image points:

-

P = P , ( P + P: +

d

ss’l1/2

-

1/2

-

l ) / ( P , 2 + 4:)

(7)

4 =4s(U +
+ 43
l ) / ( d + 4:). ( 8 )
The resulting reflectance map for a specular surface
using the above model is shown in Fig. 3 . The peak of
the reflectance occurs at the indicated point P . The equal
reflectance contours which surround the peak are indi-

(h(x,Y ) ~ =
} (highlight at ( x , y ) due to S , }

(9)

are the highlights due to { S, } where each highlight corresponds to a point on the object surface. More than one
point h (x,y ) may be associated with the same source S, .
The mapping between the observed h (x,y ) to S, is based
on the geometric camera model and is used to compute
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The measurement errors can then be written as

Fig. 4. Reflectance map for a spherical array of distant point sources.
Scanning of the point sources corresponds to scanning of the reflectance
map to determine local surface orientation.

8, =

eact - ej

(17)

for the orthonormal, perspective, and fixed model, respectively. Fig. 5 shows the sensitivity of the measurement error for each of the above models to the height A h
n(x,Y ) = m A 4 k )
(10) of the surface element from the reference plane and the
where U ( ) denotes the unit direction vector associated distance x from the optical axis. The error in each case is
with the given polar angle. The resulting points ( n ( x , the percentage error in measurement. The reference source
y ) } are nonuniform samples of the orientation vector over distance R = 1.7 in. The value of x lies between -0.03
the surface of the object. These samples may then be used inches 0.03 inches. The error has been plotted for values
for comparison to a known model, as in the inspection of A h ranging from 0 to 0.2 inches. For the case of surcase, or for reconstruction of the surface itself as shown face mounted solder joints, A h will not exceed approxischematically in Fig. 2. Examples of the surface normals mately 0.05 inches. We observe that over this range the
derived for test objects are described in the next section. sensitivity plots for the perspective and the fixed model
Determination of the surface normally depends on the are similar. The orthonormal model is more sensitive to
use of a camera model to relate source position, highlight A h and x and the absolute percentage error for any parposition, and surface orientation and position. There are ticular A h and x is greater in this case than for the perseveral possible camera models which could be used, and spective and fixed model. For example, when A h = 0.05
the choice of the camera model affects the accuracy of the inches and x = 0.2 inches, the percentage errors are 1.25,
surface orientation estimate subject to the distant source 0.85, and 0.91 percent for the orthonormal, perspective,
approximation. The perspective camera model in which and fixed models, respectively. The above results are surall reflected rays pass through a focal point provides the prising since the fixed model was expected to be less acmost accurate measurements but requires more extensive curate than the orthonormal model. The higher accuracy
calibration procedures. In the orthographic projection and relatively lower sensitivity of the fixed model is a
model, the focal point is assumed to be an infinite distance consequence of the partial cancellation of errors in meafrom the camera and all reflected rays are perpendicular surement due to non zero values of A h with the errors in
to the image plane. We have also used a "fixed" camera measurement due to the nonzero values of x. As expected,
model in which all rays are emitted from a single point the perspective model is the most reliable among the three
on the reference plane and all surface normal estimates models. However, the fixed model is more accurate and
less sensitive than the orthonormal model, and is thereare computed with respect to that reference point.
Sensitivity of the surface orientation measurement to fore a good choice for practical implementation since it
the distant source approximation has been investigated for reduces the need for calibration as well as required comthese three camera models. We consider the case where putation. The measurement errors in the fixed model are
the incidence, normal, and emittance vectors lie in one at most 0.5 percent more than for the perspective model
plane. The measured angle of the normal vector 8 can be and therefore the fixed model can result in a maximum
written as a function of coordinates of the point source, measurement error of 1.5 percent.
Other factors affecting measurement accuracy include
the height A h of the surface element from the reference
plane, and the horizontal distance x of the surface element point source positioning error and highlight measurement
from the origin of the world frame. If e,, e,, e f a r e the error. The sensitivity to point source positioning error has
measured angles for the orthonormal, perspective, and the also been computed for the three camera models described
fixed model, respectively, and ea,, is the actual orienta- above and these results are shown in Fig. 6 . Again, the
the estimated surface normal at (x,y ) :
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Fig. 5 . Sensitivity maps to errors in surface height A h and position of origin x .
Fig. 6 . Sensitivity maps to errors in point source orientation in 8 and surface height A h .

perspective model is most accurate while the fixed model
provides acceptable performance for small angular and
height errors. Based on this analysis, we require point
source angular errors of less than 0.1 radians. In our current system, this requires point sources of less than 0.080
inch diameter.
The highlight measurement error is directly related to
the camera resolution, magnification, and highlight size.
Based on the model sensitivity analysis above, we require
an object size in the surface plane of less than 0.07h which
in our current system requires object size of less than 0.12
in. The resulting surface resolution for a 512 X 512 caminches. In
era at minimum magnification is 0.14h X
inch resothe current system this results in 0.23 X
lution based on camera resolution. This spatial resolution
is further affected by the highlight detection scheme. The
highlight is detected by thresholding and finding the center-of-gravity of the resulting connected region. The quality of the highlight image depends on camera and surface

characteristics which are difficult to quantify. In our experimental work, repeatability of the highlight location is
less ‘than 10 pixels, and spatial resolution of less than
0.001 inches are achievable.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We have conducted a number of experiments on structured highlight inspection of small objects with shiny surfaces using the prototype SHINY system shown schematically in Fig. 7. The experimental apparatus consists of a
semicircle of point sources fixed relative to a television
camera and a scanning system which permits sequential
addressing of individual point source elements. This apparatus provides a good distant source approximation to
objects which are 0.120 inches or less. Individual images
are digitized and processed using a vision system based
on a SUN workstation. Highlights are extracted and tab-
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Fig. 7 . Schematic diagram of the SHINY system.

ulated and surface normals are computed based on lookup tables derived from calibration experiments. The resulting hardware and software system called SHINY, or
Structured Highlight INspection system, is currently
being used for analysis and feasibility studies in a number
of industrial applications areas.
The point sources used in the system are based on a
fiber optic array which was designed and fabricated at
CMU. Each side of the array consists of ten 0.040 inch
fiber optic light sources which act as the point sources.
The smaller the fiber diameter, the closer is the approximation to a true point source. However, as the diameter
decreases, the highlight intensity decreases making it more
difficult to image the highlight. While the fiber size was
chosen based upon experimental studies, smaller diameters are feasible. At their opposite end, the fibers are attached to an electromechanical scanning device which was
also designed and fabricated at CMU. The scanner can be
commanded to select a particular fiber and guide a light
beam from a fiber optic cable into that fiber.
The height of the point source and imaging fixture above
the reference surface is adjusted using a fine motion linear
translational stage. The fixture is mechanically positioned
with four “calibration posts.” The post heights are set at
0.125 inches. Once in place, the translational stage is fixed
and the posts are removed. The mechanical calibration
posts are also used to attach a camera calibration plate to
the fixture. The calibration plate has seven 0.008 inch
holes drilled through its face, and mounted such that its
upper surface lies on the reference plane. A calibration
procedure to calculate camera focal length and image
transformation parameter uses this plate. The location of
the holes are precisely known relative to the calibration
posts and thus to the world coordinate frame associated
with the fixture. The calibration procedure solves the geo-

metric equations for the six unknown parameters relating
the image coordinate frame to the world coordinate frame.
This coordinate transformation is then used as the basis
for interpretation of highlights in terms of camera models
described in the previous section.
The SHINY software environment is a command interpreter composed of basic imaging functions (e.g., frame
grab, binarization, connectivity, etc.) [17] and the customized SHINY procedures. For calibration, the calibration plate is attached to the measurement fixture, and all
seven light sources on the calibration plate are illuminated
simultaneously. The image of the highlights corresponding to the sources is grabbed by the frame grabber, binarized, and the program “connectivity” finds the seven
blobs and their center-o f-gravity (COG) image locations.
A one-to-one correspondence is established between the
image blobs and the point source on the plate using the
known configuration of the sources. The world coordinates of the sources and their respective image coordinates are used to solve for the transformation constants.
Subsequently, the world and transformed coordinates of
the remaining point sources are used to determine the best
estimate of the focal point of the camera. In our implementation we have used a magnification and gradient fit.
The measurement procedure involves scanning the 2 1
point sources of the measurement fixture. For each point
source illuminated, the image is grabbed by the frame
buffer and binarized. Connectivity finds the COG’S of the
blobs in the image. When the size of a blob is relatively
large, it is subdivided into smaller blobs. Each blob location is then transformed to its world coordinates using
the previously computed transformations. The surface
orientation at that point is then found using one of the
three camera models. For display purposes, the surface
orientations can be superimposed on the image as normal
vectors. The displayed length of each normal is the projection of that unit vector onto the image plane. In addition, the vector is displayed in a color which identifies the
light source that produced it.
The current implementation of SHINY has been used
for experimental evaluation of the basic principles and
demonstration of specific applications including solder inspection. The current system requires several seconds per
point and is limited by the simple scan mechanism for
point sources. While the current prototype system is too
slow for most real inspection applications, refinements in
the design of scanning mechanisms, vision hardware, and
software would improve this performance, and adequate
speed for many practical applications seems achievable.
In order to determine the measurement accuracy of the
system we scanned a polished sphere of 1 / 16 inch diameter as shown schematically in Fig. 8. The surface orientation is measured at each point on the sphere, and this
estimate is compared to the actual orientation. The sphere
has a monotonically varying surface orientation in the x
and y directions and no two points on the surface have the
same orientation. Consequently, each point source produces a single blob in the image as seen in Fig. 9(a). For
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Fig. 8. Schematic view of the calibration hemisphere used to evaluate the
structured highlight SHINY system. The hemisphere is 0.0625 inches in
diameter and positioned at the origin of the coordinate frame.
Fig. 10. Photo of normal vectors determined by the SHINY system. The
vectors are extrapolated to the center and overlaid on a profile image
of the object itself. The intersection of the normals demonstrates the
accuracy of the system.
,

(b)
Fig. 9. (a). The highlight and normal vector produced by a single source
illuminating sphere. (b). Set of highlights and normal vectors for a single
scan of the sphere. Vectors are superimposed in image of the sphere with
general background illumination.

more complex surfaces, such as a solder joint, each point
source may produce multiple highlight reflections. The
percentage error in measurement for the example in Fig.
9(a) was 0.3 percent. A complete scan of the cross section
of the sphere is shown in Fig. 9(b). For clarity every other
highlight has been displayed. The overall accuracy of the
system for a complete scan is demonstrated by finding the
deviations of the points of intersections of the extended
normal vectors from the physical center of the sphere. This

was done by taking a side view of the sphere and superimposing the measured normal vectors on the surface of
Fig. 10. The figure shows that the vectors do indeed intersect at the center of the sphere.
Fig. 11 shows a cross-section diagram of a typical surface-mount solder joint. The wire lead is soldered to the
surface of a printed circuit board. The shape of the solder
surface provides strong indications of the quality of the
solder connection itself. The solder joint itself is less than
0.050 inches long and is very tedious to inspect manually.
Inspection and reconstruction of such a solder joint profile
provides a useful basis for evaluation of solder joint quality.
The reconstruction of the object surface from a set of
structured highlight normal vectors is difficult since the
sampling of the surface points is nonuniform. Surface
normals are measured at uniform orientation steps, not
uniform spatial steps. The surface reconstruction therefore uses interpolation of intermediate points followed by
smoothing over local regions of the surface. Interpolation
is carried out by mapping measured normals into a onedimensional array for each cross-section. Circular interpolation is applied to pairs of points which are sufficiently
close in distance and angle. This results in a smooth transition between successive pairs. When the distance or angle difference betwen points is too large, a discontinuity
in shape is assumed. At such points, the relative height
differential may be unknown. Fig. 12 shows a reconstructed profile of a solder joint for a surface-mounted
component based on this interpolation procedure. The total length of this lead is 0.050 inches and the resolution
of surface normal measurement is less than 2" at approximately 0.001 inch spatial accuracy. The spatial resolution varies due to nonuniform spatial sampling. This profile requires approximately 1 minute to scan, estimate,
interpolate, and reconstruct using the current system.
The reconstructed profile shown in Fig. 12 i s a useful
basis for classification of some types of solder defects.
We have demonstrated capability to automatically extract
features from these profiles and classify several solder de-
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structured highlight stereo approach first in the plane, then
summarize its extension to three dimensions.
Fig. 13 shows the geometry of a point source illuminating a surface element at position ( x ,y ) which is off the
origin but in the plane of the source and camera axis. The
camera axis is the z-axis and orthographic projection is
assumed. In practice, the orthographic assumption may be
replaced by a perspective model. Some point source in the
array, Sk, illuminates the surface element and reflects a
highlight into the camera image. The resulting highlight
position determines the x position of the surface element.
The height z of the element which satisfies this imaging
condition depends on the surface orientation 8. The analytical relationship between the height z and the orientation 8 may be derived by noting that all the elements
which reflect light from S at ( x ,z ) must lie on one of the
family of parabolas:

(x

Solder Joint
Fig. 11. Schematic diagram of a solder joint for a surface-mounted component on a circuit board. The shape of the solder surface provides information on the quality of the joint.

-

x,)’ = 4a(z

-

z,

+ a),

(18)

where a is the parameter of the parabola family. The slope
of the surface element at each point is therefore:
p = (x - x,)/2a.

(19)

The resulting relationship between
pressed as:

z and 8 may be ex-

z^

=

cos a

+ ( 2 - sin a)/tan

28,

(20)

where

z^ = z / R ,
R

=R

(21 1

cos a.

(22)
Equivalently, we can express this relation in terms of
the gradient space p as:

[ ( a - sin a ) / 2 ] [ p - l / p ] . (23)
Examples of these relations z versus 8 are plotted in
z^ = cos a

Fig. 12. Photo of reconstructed profile of solder joint. Measured surface
normals are weighted and smoothed to produce this estimate.

fect types. This inspection and classification procedure
will not be described in this paper.
V . STRUCTURED
HIGHLIGHT
STEREO
In Section 111, the distant source approximation was
used to uniquely define the angle of incidence of illumination from a given source. In general, a given surface
element may be in some larger working volume, at some
point ( x , y , z ) relative to the origin where the distance
d ( x , y , I ) is not small relative to R , the distance to the
source. Observation of the reflected highlight uniquely
determines the ( x ,y ) position of the surface element in
the camera plane, but leaves a continuous set of ( z , 8, 6)
combinations undetermined. In this section, we show that
this ambiguity in surface orientation and surface height
can be resolved using a second camera, and a stereo
matching procedure to uniquely determine position and
orientation of each surface element. We describe the

-

Fig. 14 for several different sources at angle a. The set
of points on each curve are all consistent solutions to the
reflection equations for the observed highlight. The ambiguity in the determination of p maps into a range of
possible reflectance map interpretations for a given source.
The ambiguity among possible interpretations of the
observed highlights may be removed by using a second
camera in a stereo configuration as shown in Fig. 15. One
camera C’ is positioned at angle +j3 with respect to the
vertical, and a second camera C” is positioned.at angle
-j3 with respect to the vertical. Each of the sources S
sequentially illuminates the object and two camera images, Z’(x, y ) and Z”(x, y ) , are acquired for each. The
thresholded images yield sets of highlight points h’ (x,y )
and h” ( x ,y ) due to S. For the planar case, the observed
points x’ due to S’ at a’ and x’’ due to S” at a” must
satisfy the following equations:
I ’ = cos a’

+ [(x’ - sin a ’ ) / t a n 2 ( 8 - p)],

(24)

z”

+ [(x” - sin a ” ) / t a n 2 ( 8 + p ) ] ,

(25)

=

cos a”
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Fig. 13. Geometry of a point source illuminating a surface element at arbitrary position ( x , z ) in the plane. Determination of the local surface
orientation 0 is ambiguous from the observation of x. A second camera
is required to resolve the ambiguity.

m

X

Fig. 15. Stereo structured highlight configuration. Two sets of highlight
points are observed for each scan of the array. Use of two cameras resolves the ambiguity in (z, 8 ) .

2

.

Fig. 14. Examples of plots of z versus 0 for different observed source reflections. The set of points on each curve are all consistent solutions to
the reflection equations for the observed highlight.

I‘

\

:

x*

=

(x6 + x t ; ) / 2 cos p,

z*

=

(x6

-

xt;)/2 sin 0.

(26)

(27)
The intersection Doints may be transformed into camera

Matching

Points

’

where a’ and a”,x’ and x ” , and z’ and z”, are measured
relative to the individual camera coordinate frames.
Solution of these equations to obtain a consistent (z,
e ) pair requires two steps: intersection finding and reflectance matching.
Intersection jinding determines the candidate points for
reflectance matching. Each observed highlight point x”
defines a ray in ( x ,z ) space, and each intersection of two
rays defines a candidate point where a reflecting surface
element might be. As shown in Fig. 16, there are many
more candidate points than actual matches. Solution to the
ray equations gives the following intersection (x*,z* ):

X

X*

$Cardidate
’

Fig. 16. There are many intersection points which are candidate matches
between the two cameras. A matching procedure which compares consistent surface orientations is used to resolve which matches are retained.

coordinates :
XI*

z’*

= x’ 3
=
=

x* sin
x“,

6

+ z* cos p,

(29)
(30)

+

z”* = -x* sin p z* cos 6.
(31)
Reflectance matching checks to see if there is a consistent interpretation of each set ( x * , z*) in terms of the
surface orientation at that point. To carry out this matching, we solve the equation:
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for 8* using a Newton-Raphson gradient method. Then
we recalculate the errors:

E’(€)*) = ?(e*-

0)- z’*,

E y e * ) = zye*+ p )

-

(33)

z”*,

(34)

and check that E‘ and E“ are small according to some
criterion. This solution and test are shown graphically in
Fig. 17, where we have plotted z ’ ( 8 - 0) - z’* and
z” ( 8 p ) - z”* versus 8 and expect the intersection to
be close to the z = 0 axis. If E‘ and E” are sufficiently
small, then the match is confirmed and the surface element at z* is interpreted with orientation 8”.These calculations have been camed out for simulated cases such
as that shown in Fig. 16, but not yet for experimental
data.
As shown in Fig. 16, pairs of surface elements may
generate intersections which may be confused with real
surface elements. In general, the requirement in (32) is
sufficient to guarantee that intersections which do not correspond to surface elements are rejected. However, there
are singular point solutions to

+

zr(e,- p )

-

P

+ p) -

= 2ye2

z’r*

Fig. 17. Graphical representation of the correspondence matching test for
stereo pairs. The individual z - 8 curves are shifted horizontally by 26
and shifted vertically by z ’*. The resulting intersection should coincide
with the horizontal axis.

(35)

such that 8,= e2at an intersection z* which would yield
ambiguous interpretation of the point. Theoretically, such
solutions will be infinitely rare since they require exact
adjustment of orientations of two real surface elements
which generate the highlights and then masquerade as a
real element. However, in practical experiments, finite
resolution of angular measurement will cause such misinterpretations to occur and will yield spurious data points.
The frequency of occurrence will depend upon the resolution. These points occur in addition to the correct points
and result in ambiguous assignment of a surface element
along a ray. Similar ambiguity arises in other stereo techniques, such as random dot stereograms. This ambiguity
arises less commonly in structured highlight stereo than
in other stereo approaches due to the more exact matching
criterion. However, similar techniques which impose
connectivity and smoothness constraints may be used. A
relaxation algorithm such as Marr and Poggio [18] introduced might be used to impose constraints about surface
smoothness and converge to a smooth surface estimate.
Our approach to structured highlight stereo poses the
same computational issues as other stereo methods. Given
N point sources we observe 0 ( N ) highlights and 0 ( N 2 )
intersections which are candidate surface points. The
matching procedure is an 0 ( N 2 ) combinatorial search
problem which tests the consistency of these candidate
points subject to constraints. This problem has been addressed from several different perspectives leading to reduction in computational complexity. Reduction in complexity is achieved by selectively searching regions of
points subject to connectivity and smoothness constraints.
This underlying smooth surface model assumption may
reduce computational complexity to 0 ( k N ) for a surface
tracking algorithm where k is a parameter of the local sur-

face model. The choice of the implementation will depend on the application since smoothness and connectivity assumptions will depend on the nature of the specific
class of objects of interest.
The extension of structured highlight stereo to three dimensions is straightforward, but requires some additional
attention to the intersection and matching procedures.
Given a source at position vector p s and a surface element
at position vector p , define r to be the vector from source
to surface element and a camera axis through S with zaxis z’ . A visible highlight will result from a surface patch
which is part of a family of paraboloids:

z’

=

( r t 2 / 4 a )- a ,

(36)

where a is the parameter of the parabola family, and
ri

= (xr2 + yr2)1/2

(37)
The resulting relationship between element position ( x ’,
y ’ , z’ ) and surface gradient ( p ’ , 4’ ) is:

z’

=

x’p‘/2 + y’q’/2

-

+ q’2]1/2),

r’/(2[p‘2

(38)
q’/p’ = y‘/x‘.
(39)
Testing the intersection of rays in three dimensions is
more difficult since exact intersections are unlikely to occur. Instead, we compute the distance:

D

= ( U ’ - .”)(U’

X

u”)/u’ X

U”,

(40)
between the unit direction vectors U‘ and U ” in the direction of view, given the position vectors v’ and U ” of observed points in the image plane. Observed highlights with
rays which are sufficiently close to intersection (D c Do)
are labeled as candidate matches. For candidate matches,
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tems, with finite angular resolution, additional constraints
may be required to resolve stereo matching ambiguities.
A procedure for structured highlight stereo has been described and evaluated for simulated data.
The structured highlight approach is promising for many
common industrial problems including inspection of surface shape of machined parts and inspection of solder joint
surfaces. In practice, the accuracy and speed of the technique will strongly influence its range of application. In
addition to the factors discussed above, the accuracy will
be determined strongly by the calibration of the system.
The relative position of coordinate frames attached to
camera and source array must be known with high accuracy in order to determine surface orientation. For many
inspection problems, the object itself must also be positioned with high relative accuracy in order to match measured contours with models. Implementation of the
SHINY system described here required detailed attention
Fig. 18. Graphical interpretation of the full three-dimensional stereo
to
the calibration problem.
matching procedure. Each camera generates a reflectance map with a
locus of possible solutions. At the intersection point ( p * . q * ) , the conA second factor affecting practical implementation is
sistency of the z ’ * values is checked to determine the validity of the
speed. Many inspection tasks must be carried out at high
match.
speed, and any technique which would be comparable to
human performance would require corresponding speed.
the distance in each camera coordinate frame may be The structured highlight approach is inherently slowed
found by :
down by the need to scan across a source array. The process may be speeded up considerably by appropriate nonZ’ = [ y ” - r ’ ] * U’,
(41) sequential coding of source displays. The low-level image
z” = [ f - f ’ ] . U”.
(42) problem itself is relatively simple and additional gains
may be made through special hardware which implements
The reflectance match is tested from the candidate pair
the structured highlight algorithm directly. The use of two
by :
cameras for stereo structured highlight requires no further
AZ = [z’(P*, 4 ” ) - z‘] - [z”(P*, 4 ” ) - z”]. (43) scanning time, but there is significantly more computation
required by the intersection and matching procedures.
If AZ is close to zero, then the match is consistent with
Practical implementation of the stereo procedures might
reflectance criteria. ( p * , q * ) are determined by simultatherefore require hardware acceleration of these proceneous solution of:
dures.
( 4 - 9 ’ )= ( Y ’ / X ’ ) ( P - P ’ L
(4.4)
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